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Renault opens orders for the New Trafic Combi
and New SpaceClass
•

From March 18, the New Renault Trafic in its Combi versions, for public
transport, and SpaceClass, for transport of VIP customers, opens its
international orders.

•

More elegant, it is also more pleasant to use: record roof height of 935
mm, storage capacity up to 86 litres.

•

The Renault EASY LINK multimedia system with an 8-inch screen and new
driving aids are available.

•

Renault will unveil all the details of its Trafic passenger transport range on
24 March as part of its new LCV strategy.

A more elegant and expressive design
The New Trafic Combi and the New SpaceClass assert themselves with a completely
redesigned front end, an updated LED light signature and new 17-inch alloy wheels, diamondcoated on SpaceClass. New Trafic Combi is launched with the new flamboyant shade Carmin
Red.
Inside, the new Titan Black dashboard, highlighted by a horizontal fascia that blends into the
door panels, gives the impression of increased space on board. The dashboard lights up in colour
with modernity. The New SpaceClass stands out with an exclusive dashboard in Meteor Grey for
more elegance.
A more airy and better optimized cabin
The passenger compartment has been completely redesigned. It offers the best roof height
in the segment with 935 mm. The capacity of the cockpit storage space up to 86 litres is optimized
with a better distribution of storage.
The New Trafic Combi and the New SpaceClass can carry up to nine people with a trunk
volume of up to 1.8 m³. They meet the needs of professional and private customers looking for
maximum modularity and well-being on board.
More technologies on board
The New Trafic Combi and the New SpaceClass integrate a new 8-inch touch screen and an
induction charger. Connectivity takes another step forward with the latest Renault EASY LINK
multimedia system with integrated navigation and Apple CarPlay and Android Auto compatibility
for smartphones.
Safety is enhanced with new driving aids such as adaptive cruise control, active emergency
braking, lane departure warning, unstable trajectory alert and blind spot warning. Another new
feature is a front airbag that protects both passengers in addition to the side airbags.
Expanded Blue dCi range with EDC automatic transmission
The New Trafic Combi and the New SpaceClass offer three diesel engines:
- the new Blue dCi 110 engine with a 6-speed manual gearbox
- the new Blue dCi 150 engine with a 6-speed EDC manual or automatic transmission
- and the Blue dCi 170 engine available with a 6-speed EDC automatic transmission.
Equipped with Stop & Start technology, the range is compatible with the new regulations set
by the Euro 6D FULL standard.
The New Renault Trafic Combi and New Renault SpaceClass will be launched in May 2021.

About Renault
Renault, a historic mobility brand and leader of electric vehicles in Europe, has always developed
innovative vehicles. With the ‘Renaulution’ strategic plan, Renault has embarked on an ambitious, valuegenerating transformation moving towards a more competitive, balanced and electrified range. Its
ambition is to embody modernity and innovation in technology, energy and mobility services in the
automotive industry and beyond.
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